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ABSTRACT 
 

Data science and business intelligence streams are getting 
increasingly popular in current era and the reason behind this 
trend is the hidden potential of processed data. Data 
warehousing solutions, whether it is on premise or cloud 
based, are getting more and more popular, as it is creating 
the foundation for a crucial business intelligence solution. 
Organizations who are exploring the power of data, are well 
equipped with the business challenges moving forward. 
Even though the terms Data Warehousing and Business 
Intelligence are pretty common and widely used, unlike 
other industries healthcare is bit slow in reaping and 
adopting the power of the data, even though the data volume 
in healthcare is higher than any other industries. In this 
paper, authors are trying to develop a dimensional data 
model for one of the widely used healthcare data segment, 
which is the laboratory services. This is an effort towards the 
development of agile Enterprise Data Warehouse for 
healthcare. The base of this research is Kimball’s agile 
development methodologies and a phased approach is 
utilized in the study. 
 
Key words: Clinical Business Intelligence, Data 
Warehouse, Data Analytics, Agile Data Mart, Lab 
Informatics 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
One of the most famous management quotes by Peter 
Ducker says “you can’t manage what you can’t measure.”.  
Informed decision making requires precise data, which is 
refined to produce the intelligence and then wisdom. 
Healthcare industry is very unique in many aspects and thus 
the data associated with it too[1]. There exists two 
prominent data warehousing(DW) model, Inmon’s 
Corporate Information Factory or the top down approach 
and Kimball’s Dimensional Modelling or bottom up 
approach[2], [3]. Many industries are gone a long way with 
implementation of data warehouse and surprisingly 
healthcare is still way behind in the effective utilization of 

the collected data. Healthcare is the forerunner in terms of 
data collection and the amount and variety of data collected 
in healthcare is far ahead of any other industry[4].  
Due to the changing environment and the data complexity, 
often a top down approach of having a comprehensive DW 
blue print to start with is often difficult in healthcare due to 
high initial investment and less return of investment[5]. 
Healthcare data shows the possibility of doing agile and 
independent data marts and accumulating them to the 
enterprise DW[6]. Healthcare has two major kinds of data 
sets, clinical and administrative. In administrative data set, 
we often talk about commercial aspects and the back-office 
activities. Clinical data is spread across various systems and 
one of the key elements of clinical data is the laboratory 
reports[7]. That is the reason why, that specific subject is 
taken for this study. 
In this study, authors are developing an agile dimensional 
data model for one of the most important clinical data 
section, which is the laboratory data.  The paper is organized 
in the following manner. First, we will be analyzing the lab 
workflow with a concentration on the data capture and 
processing activities. From there, the Kimball’s agile model 
steps will be utilized to make the foundation of the research. 
The resulted data mart, which is in the form of a star 
schema, will be used for the visualization aspects, which will 
be again based on Power BI. 
 
2. LABORATORY WORKFLOW 
 
Clinical laboratories ate inevitable part of any healthcare 
environment, as it provides a wide range of support to 
physicians and care givers during the diagnosis and the 
treatment process. Starting from the blood drawing till the 
signing off the test result, there exist a well-coordinated 
process flow, which facilitate the timely reporting of the 
requested tests. One of the major section of “Objectives” 
category of SOAP Notes (Subjective, Objective, Assessment 
and Plan) is the Laboratory Data[8]. In most of the cases, 
majority of the tests are conducted within the inhouse 
laboratory and the complicated teste are sent out to reference 
labs or specialized diagnostic centers. 
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As a first step to analyze the data flow, let us have a deep 
dive into the lab workflow[9]. Figure 1 shows the different 
processes associated within the lifecycle of a lab test. 
 

 
Figure 1: Clinical Laboratory Workflow 

Sample Collection 
Patient has a valid encounter and as a part of the treatment 
process, a set of lab tests are prescribed by the physician. 
This is normally recorded in the electronic medical records 
(EMR). This could be an order set or individual tests. The 
lab work flow starts with the sample collection, also the 
TAT (Turnaround Time) starts ticking from here[10]. Prior 
to sample collection, it is assumed that the approvals and the 
related insurance activities are taken care. 
 

Sample Processing 
Once the sample is ready and the accession number is 
generated, the processing can happen either inhouse or the 
complex tests to be performed outside. In case of external 
tests TAT to be mutually agreed. 
 

Review of the Result 
Lab devices are mostly integrated with the LIS (Laboratory 
Information System). Once the samples run through the 
devices, the output(results) are transferred to the LIS for 
review by the lab technologist. This is the phase where the 
Panic Value Notification or rerun decisions are taken. 
 

Physician Review 
Once the technologist verifies and release the result, it is 
available in the EMR for the physician to view. 
 

Claims and financial activities 
Laboratory informatics is not an independent area in care 
delivery, it has tight dependency with all other care giving 
processes. For data analytics purpose, we are creating Lab as 
a separate Data Mart which will in turn will be connected 
with other related data marts to constitute the enterprise data 
warehouse. 
 

3. METHODS 
 
As we know, needs of healthcare analytics are fast changing. 
To keep pace with healthcare’s analytics needs in today’s 
fast forward and speedy world, we need to use a data 
warehouse model that is agile enough. Ralph Kimball’s 
dimensional model (which will be used in this research 
activity) proposes 4 different steps: 

 Identification of Business Processes 
 Grain Definitions 
 Identification of Dimensions 
 Identification of Facts 

 
Thus, this research work is based on the Kimball theory, of 
the Bottom Up method, with a few modifications to achieve 
better quality, agility and results.  
3.1 Step # 1 : Identification of Business Processes 
 
When a set of activities are well coordinated and combined 
together to produce the desired output, we call it a process. 
Figure 1 shows the activities associated with a lab workflow. 
In an agile Data Warehouse development, which consists of 
related data marts, facts are derived from the key activities 
of the list of interrelated processes and the dimensions from 
the dependency of the activities. Let us find out the 
processes involved in the specified workflow. 
 
Process 1: Encounter Centric 
Any visit of a patient to the care facility can be termed as an 
encounter or episode. Every encounter will have a unique 
identifier. Encounter ID together with the patient 
identification number formulate the combined primary key 
identifier for any visit. Encounter activities start from the 
time of appointment booking and completes the process 
once the checkout is done. In a  lab workflow specific 
scenario, the process starts when the physician order the 
test[11]. It could be a part of an order set or could be a stand-
alone test. The output of this process is the input for the next 
process, which is the “lab test transaction”. 
 
Process 2: Test Examination (Clinical test examination) 
Once the order is placed the lab test transaction (test 
examination) starts. It starts with the blood drawing and 
completes when the test result is pushed to LIS (Laboratory 
Information System). This is the key process of the 
laboratory workflow and the output of this process is the 
specific value of the prescribed test, which is often shows 
with a reference range[12]. 
 
Process 3: Revenue specific 
One of the inevitable process is the financial related, say 
Revenue Cycle Management (RCM). It starts with the pre-
authorizations and ends with the bill settlement. This is 
mostly covered in financial data marts and we are not 
considering it here[13],[14]. 
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3.2 Step # 2 : Grain definitions 
 
The grain of the lab workflow shall be defined as: 
Patient – Encounter – Order set – Order – Test examination. 
So the granular data level is the individual test and the data 
and the processes associated with it. The granularity of data 
in lab flow will be encounter specific and then lab 
examination specific[15]. Every test will have unique 
accession number and the atomic level of activity in the 
“subject of interest” is the individual test. 
 
3.3 Step #3: Identification of Dimensions 
In healthcare, dimensions are more or less same for all data 
marts be it RCM or OP or IP and Ancillary services. In this 
paper we are concentration only on those dimensions 
specific to the lab workflow. 

 Date 
 Invoice 
 Patient 
 Doctor 
 Lab Staff 
 External Lab 
 Payer 
 Procedure 
 Diagnosis 
 Department 

 
3.4 Step #4 : Identification of Facts 
In a DW implementation, Facts are identified from the 
process flow. The key activity of any process turned out to 
be a fact. Identification of Facts are often done by utilizing 
the activity theory. In order to identify the facts, the key 
question to be answered is “ What are the KPIs we are trying 
to analyze with this data mart?”. Table 1 lists the key 
performance indicators of a lab process[16]. The list of KPIs 
comes under three major categories of data section and the 
first two categories are directly being into the lab workflow. 
Based on that, we can identify two Facts in this scenario. 
Episode Fact: This is the patient foot fall measure, treating 
every visit of a patient as an event. This fact table will be 
long enough to record every transaction details of the 
specific visit. The width of this table depends on the 
granularity and the dimension needs of the analytics. This is 
a “fact less” fact table or an event. 
Lab examination Fact: Every tab test irrespective of whether 
it is being a part of an order set or not, will constitute the lab 
examination fact table[11].  
 

3.5 Technology Used 
In this research implementation , Microsoft Business 
Intelligence Stack is utilized.  For ETL activity Microsoft 
SSIS (SQL Server Integration Services) is utilized[17]–[19]. 
SQL Server Database is the Data warehouse platform and 
for visualization purpose, Power BI is used. 

 
Figure 2: Facts and Dimensions connectivity 

 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
In healthcare environment a top down data warehouse 
implementation is practically much difficult, and the return 
of investment also is pretty hard to achieve. Reason being, 
the healthcare environment is a fast-changing industry in 
terms of analytics requirements and regulatory bindings. 
Ralph Kimball’s bottom up approach is in alignment with 
the agile development and DevOps[20],[21]–[23].  A set of 
well-defined and interrelated data marts leading to the 
enterprise DW is the practical scenario in healthcare data 
arena. Kimball’s 4 step approach is used for the 
identification of Facts, Dimension and grains.  
Figure 2 shows the connection between the identified facts 
and dimensions of the Clinical Lab Workflow. The 
identified dimensions will be shared between multiple data 
marts in the enterprise data warehouse. Resulted Star 
Scheme with the identified Facts and Dimensions ate 
represented in Figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3: Star Schema for Clinical Laboratory Dimensional Model 

4.1 Laboratory Dimensional Data Model design 
explained 
The first consideration is how to implement the dimensional 
model. This can be implemented either in an RDBMS 
environment or in an OLAP environment. In this research 
we are considering the RDBMS environment and the 
resulted model is a star schema[24]. The same facts and 
dimensions can be implemented in a multi-dimensional 
database leading to the creation of OLAP Cubes. 
Figure 3 shows detailed list of columns of the fact tables, but 
dimensions are represented just as a box to avoid congestion 
in the diagram. Facts and dimensions are linked with the 
primary key and foreign key. The connection matrix is 
explained in Figure 2. Wherever an intersection of Facts and 
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Dimensions is filled with “1”, that means there exists a 
connection between the two tables. 
Date dimension is treated in s different way altogether. Date 
is used as a “Role Play” mode. That means, the same date 
data will be used for different purposed. For that reason, 
multiple views will be created based on the need and the 
created view will be linked to the fact. For example, 
encounter date and the lab test completed date, both are 
“date” in nature. But for easy reporting and drill down, 
appropriate views will be created from the master Date 
dimension table. 
 

4.2 Data Flow Diagram 
Figure 4 shows the direction of data flow from the source to 
the data consumer. In this scenario, the source systems are 
the EMR (Electronic Medical records), LIS (Laboratory 
Information System) and the ERP (Enterprise Resource 
Planning) systems. ETL(Extraction – Transformation – 
Loading)  activities on the source systems lead the data to 
the staging area and from there to the Lab dimensional 
model, which is a part of the enterprise DW[25]. All the 
dimensional data marts are connected to each other, in this 
case the lab mart will be joined to other marts like RCM, 
OPD, IP etc. The blue sockets are representing the agile 
nature and the modular socket feature. 
 

 
Figure 5: Data Flow Diagram – Lab Data Mart 

 

4.3 Dashboards and KPIs 
Business intelligence projects concludes its lifecycle with 
the brilliant visualization of the processed data. This 
presentation layer is often referred to as self BI and it 
demands the features of drilling down and rolling up along 
with different modes of slicing and dicing across the 
dimensions[26]. The major KPI reports often come in lab 
scenario are summarized in table 1. These are the most 
frequently uses KPIs and of course the proposed model is 
equipped with any sort of analysis of the fact datta across the 
defined dimensions.  
Figures 6-7 represents the sample dashboards created in 
Power BI utilizing the underlying data marts. Please note 
sample data is used for the visualizations to comply to the 
regulations. 
 

Table 1: Few Key Performance Indicators of Clinical Laboratory 
Areas of interest 
Encounter 
Specific 

Process 
Execution 

Financial 

Test Volume Volume – Blood 
Transfusion 

Revenue/Department/
Physician 

Inpatient Vs 
Outpatient Test 
Volume 

Test volume - 
Microbiology 

Revenue/Facility 

Tests within 
order set 

Test Volume - 
Chemistry 

Insurance Rejection 
Rate 

Test volume 
per department 

Test Volume – 
Hematology 

Rejection Reason 

Test volume 
per physician 

TAT – Inhouse 
Tests 

 

Lab resource 
utilization 

TAT – External 
Lab 

 

Test volume 
within normal 
range 

Top Lab 
procedures 

 

Test volume 
done externally 

Panic Value 
Notifications 

 

PoC (Point of 
Care) Test 
Volume 

  

 

 
Figure 6: Sample Dashboard 1 

 
Figure 7: Sample Dashboard 2 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
Data is the new oil and the timely availability and 
interpretation of the accumulated data leads to informed 
decision making. This is true in any industry and any 
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department. Here comes the role of self BI. Static report 
generation and depending on IT team to create more and 
more reports, which leads to an ocean of unused and 
insignificant reports, is now moving away and the self BI is 
now getting into the driving seat. 
It is estimated that a proper utilization of consolidated data 
mart can reduce the time for the root cause analysis by more 
than 90%. This is also leading to the identification of 
optimized process flow and better adoption[27]. 
Healthcare domain is the best example where agile DW and 
Self BI can be best utilized. Authors are in the process of 
implementing a layered DW approach, with includes the 
architecture to combine the individual data marts and to 
move the common entities into a shared space, thus leading 
to single source of truth with less redundancy. 
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